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Triangles

Where participation in a group is
not possible, forming a meditation
triangle with two other people enables one to still engage in the service of energy transmission, although not at the same level of potency. A triangle is a group of
three people who link up each day
in thought for a few minutes of
creative meditation. They need not
live in the same locality, and it is
not necessary to synchronize the
time at which the work is done; for
once the triangle links are built in
mental substance, they can be
brought alive when any one member does the work. Triangle work is
easy. Mentally link up with the
other two members, visualize a triangle of white light circulating
above your heads, then say The
Great Invocation inwardly
(mentally). See your triangle
linked with all other triangles,
transmission and meditation
groups on the planet. See the
white light circulating among this
network of focal points and pouring out to envelop the world, thus
helping to form a channel for the
down pouring of Light and Love
into the body of humanity. (Share

International)
PERSONAL NOTE: Before I found
a ‘group,’ I formed my Triangle
with God and the Holy Spirit, using this picture for visualization.
For practice of mind focus, I use it
for all my mantrams, guiding the
words along its path while allowing
them to sink deeply into my spirit,
into action.

The Great Invocation
From the point of Light within Your Mind, God
Let That Light stream forth into the minds of man
Let That Light permeate Earth and mankind
From the point of Love within Your Heart, God
Let That Love stream forth into the hearts of man
Let That Love, Christ, and Goodwill permeate
Earth and mankind
From the centre which we know as Your Will, God
Let divine purpose guide the little wills of man
The purpose which Your Masters know and serve
From the centre which we call the human race
Let Your Plan of Love and Light work out
And may it seal the door where evil dwells
Let Light, Love, and Power perfect Your Intention for Earth, God
that Earth be a sacred planet, a beacon of inspiration, and a
testament to Your Strength in all Your cosmoses and universes.
(More on this vital universal mantram next page.)

A Prayer for Power and Light, The Great Invocation is a prayer of ancient
origin- it is a mantric formula of tremendous potency that is helping to bring
about changes and readjustments within all aspects of our planetary life. It is a
world prayer, used by people of all faiths and spiritual inclinations, to aid our
planet during this difficult transition period.
On the surface, the beauty and strength of this Invocation lies in its simplicity
and in its expression of certain central truths that most people, innately and
normally, accept - the truth of the existence of a basic Intelligence to Whom we
vaguely give the name of God; the truth that, behind all outer seeming, the
motivating power of the universe is Love; the truth that great Individuals have
cyclically come to Earth and embodied that love so that we could understand;
the truth that both love and intelligence are effects of what is called the Will of
God, and finally the self-evident truth that only through Humanity itself can
the divine Plan work out.
Today, as we enter into a new age, humanity is collectively demonstrating a
deepened understanding of the power of group prayer and invocation for the
benefit of humanity and the planet as a whole. The focused and dynamic use of
the Great Invocation gives all people everywhere a potent means of contacting
and distributing powerful spiritual energies, thereby contributing to the upliftment and transformation of planet Earth.

By using the Invocation and encouraging others to use it, no particular
group or organization is sponsored. It belongs to all humanity.

“We know, O Lord of Life and Love
about the need.
Touch our hearts anew
That we, too, may love and give.”
~~~

Meeting Need
Meditation groups perform an
invaluable service. What more
can be done during the present world emergency? Let us
touch all human hearts anew
with love, so that those who
know will love and give. Let us
give love ourselves. Let us join
in the common task of leading
humanity into the fields of
peace. The white magic of
group work can use mantric
sound to attract money for
spiritual work. In the past,
crude forms of mantrams
have been used to get money
for individuals. Because of developed mental power we can
now use mantrams for group
purposes, to meet the need of
humanity as a whole.

“ Thank You, God, for life and love, abundant, full, and free; for perfect,
boundless, health, wealth, and power; for unhampered liberty.”

~ ~ ~

THE FOUR FREEDOMS:
In the future days, which we seek to make secure, we look forward to
a world founded upon four essential human freedoms.
The first is freedom of speech and expression - everywhere in the
world.
The second is freedom of every person to worship God in his own
way - everywhere in the world.
The third is freedom from want - which, translated into world terms,
means economic understandings which will secure to every nation a
healthy peacetime life for its inhabitants - everywhere in the world.
The fourth is freedom from fear - which, translated into world terms,
means a worldwide reduction of armaments to such a point and in
such a thorough fashion, that no nation will be in a position to commit
an act of physical aggression against any neighbour - anywhere in the
world.
Franklin D. Roosevelt

“I am one with my group brothers and all that I have is theirs.

May the love that is in my soul pour forth to them.
May the strength that is in me lift and aid them.
May the thoughts which my soul creates reach and encourage them.”

~ ~ ~

Group Fusion
This mantram voices the essential service which every
accepted disciple gives to all his brother disciples. This he gives
spontaneously with no thought of loss. It becomes as natural
and as constant as breath itself.
When one can say in utter selflessness: "All that I have is
theirs", all barriers are gone and complete unity rules. Then
comes the most complete sense of freedom we can know. When
nothing that we have is ours, then there is nothing left to give
but ourselves, and this last gift brings bliss and graduation
from the hall of learning in the school of life.

The Gayatri
~ ~ ~

“O Thou Who givest sustenance to the universe,

From Whom all things proceed,
To Whom all things return,

Unveil to us the face of the true Spiritual Sun
Hidden by a disc of golden Light
That we may know the Truth
And do our whole duty
As we journey to Thy sacred feet.”
(Read more on this powerful mantram, next page.)

~ About The Gayatri ~

The Gayatri is one of the oldest mantric prayers humanity
has ever had. When even partially understood, its potency is
very great. The Gayatri places our destiny as part of a cosmic Plan, the majesty of which we cannot comprehend. It is a declaration
of ultimate victory to be achieved by knowing the truth and doing our
whole duty, and this we do as we journey to God's sacred feet. In the Gayatri we pray to the creator of the entire universe and so establish the beginnings of a conscious relationship, transcending all limitations of "the one
supreme God". Its use builds into our deepest consciousness the reality that
man is God-created and not the mere result of a biological urge.
In the long past ages all we knew about God was what we were told with
boundless claims of authority. Those thus gaining power over us proclaimed
that religion did not have to be reasonable. In the new Aquarian age we are
now entering, the power of the human mind can no longer be denied, for
humanity has come of age and religion will have to be reasonable or it will
have no power over us. Men and women will think more purposefully about
God than ever before.

The Gayatri is a prayer for more knowledge about our solar Logos. That so
ancient a prayer could have such an objective is deeply significant. Today
the full potency of this ancient prayer can become effective. All people everywhere in the world will gain much as it is increasingly used by the men
and women of goodwill. Its use by disciples everywhere will bring new effectiveness to all their work. "The hour of the saving force has now arrived
and the Gayatri is an agent of that saving force. Its day of greatest usefulness has surely come.”
(Reflections by Foster Bailey)

Right Relationships

(with Family, Nation, Community,
Hierarchy, Humanity)

“In the centre of all love

I stand
~
From that centre I, the
soul, will outward move
~
From that centre I, the one
who serves, will work
~
May the love of the Divine
Self be shed abroad in my
heart, through my group,
and throughout the world.”

A Prayer for Our New Age
“I am the creator of the universe,
(as One with God).
I am the father and mother of the
universe, (as One with God).
Everything comes from me,
(as One with God).
Everything shall return to me,
(as One with God).
Mind, spirit and body are my
temples for the Self to realize in them
my supreme being (and
becoming . . . as One with God).”

~

~

NOTE: A Prayer for the New Age, given
by Maitreya the forthcoming Christ, is a
great mantram or affirmation with an
invocative effect. Using this prayer will
enable one to recognize man and God
are one, that there is no separation. The

‘I’ is the Divine Principle behind all creation. The Self emanates from, and is
identical to, the Divine Principle. If said
seriously every day, there will grow inside you a realization of your true Self .
. . fellow ‘creator of the universe’.
(More, next page)

Fellow ‘Creator of the Universe’:
It is here I feel compelled to explain to those orthodox in their beliefs, finding it difficult to think of yourself
as a ‘Creator of the Universe’ and that of a ‘new Christ,’ believing both to be sacrilegious, ignoble, or disloyal
to Jesus, the Christ. Indeed, it was an arduous wall for me to scale, as I pushed forward in my striving. The
powerful Truth of all other words had been shown me, to the degree that I knew if I just kept pushing forward
— and IF it was true, or not — then that Truth also, would be shown me in the proper time. God has never
failed me. I chose to keep moving forward in spite of my lack of clarity on either matter. As I grew in
knowledge and recognition of the ‘unlimitedness’ of our own powers, I came to an impasse which required
my decision on both.
Firstly, I either had to believe the TRUTH of a ‘new Christ’ — anointed One — for each new Age or not, thus
threatening to keep me boxed up in my earlier limited understandings. I had no choice but to accept His
Great Possibility, for all else would be rendered null and void, otherwise. My trembling soul could not abide
even that remote possibility, for once you ’know’ God in such a way, there is no turning back . . . at least, not
without the hounds of hell as a constant companion for the rest of life on this Earth. My own deep love for
Jesus, The Christ, made it difficult for me to receive one in His stead, yet recognizing it as an undeniable fact,
in the study of past Ages . . . each Age also loyal to their ‘Christ’ as we are to ours. And yet, as one may refute the Law of Gravity, ALAS, it is there anyway! And so, then, is a new Christ with each new Age. So I recognize Maitreya as the new Christ sent in vital need for this incredible new Age which is soon to come into
full bloom as the transfer of Ages completes. Though I found myself not able to ‘worship’ Him as I did Jesus,
I came to understand that we are not to ‘worship’ either One, for they are sent only to show us The Way and
what is available to us ‘equally.’ (Yes, there is much ado surrounding that comment — also found in the, albeit incomplete, Bible — and satisfaction can only come through your own spiritual growth and as you ’study
to show yourself approved.’)
Secondly, God tells us ’Ye are gods’ because we have all His Power available to us as His Omnipresent, Omniscient, Omnipotent Gift of Grace * . As we ’work out our salvation’ on Earth, how much of that Gift we choose
to recognize, acknowledge, and use is quite simply up to us . . . called ’free will.’ When in your studies you
come to truly recognize and acknowledge it, you will come to understand how much of our lives, surroundings, environments we have created for ourselves simply by the process of THOUGHT, the spoken WORDS,
and the heart ATTITUDES moment to moment. When that reality sets in, THEN you will be able to eliminate
the words in parenthesis in this prayer, no longer timid about claiming yourself as a fellow ‘creator of the
universe.’ And what kind of ‘creator’ will you choose to be?
*Grace = Freedom to use ALL His abilities!
Vivika–Qi 12/11

Mantram for the New Group
of World Servers
May our United Power
pour through the group
of all true servers.
May the Love of our United Soul characterize the
lives of all who seek to aid
the Great Ones.
May I fulfill my part in
the one United Work
through
self-forgetfulness,
harmlessness, and
right speech.
(More on this valuable mantram next page.)

Mantram for the New Group of World Servers
A strong subjective relation exists between all servers of the Plan. This
coherent, integrated group is transmitting spiritual energy throughout all
areas of human thought and action to strengthen world unity and right
human relationships. Men and women of goodwill link up in thought every day at five o'clock with this world group of servers, using this mantram
with dedication and silent, focused attention.

* This can be done in a few seconds of time wherever one may be. *
This mantram probes more deeply into the spiritual essentials of progress
on the Path by accepted disciples than almost any other mantram we
have. Its contemplation and daily use brings in a flood of divine energy.
As used by an individual it is a pledge by the personality to the soul. As
used by a group it produces group alignment and consecration to world
service. It is a direct appeal to God and when sincerely used with firm
intent inevitably evokes response. The three required essentials for the
world server: self-forgetfulness, harmlessness, and right speech, cover the
entire life expression of a pledged world disciple, a pledge he has
taken to his own soul and which he demonstrates as a disciple in
the ashram of his Master.

~ Good Will ~
(A Mantram of Unification)

The souls of men are one, God, one with You
We choose to love and not hate
We choose to serve and not exact due service
We choose to heal and not hurt
Let pain bring due reward of light and love
Let our soul control our body
Our life, and all events
And bring to light the Love
That underlies each happening, good and bad
Let vision come, God, and insight
Let the future stand revealed
Let inner union demonstrate
And outer cleavages be gone
Let love prevail
Let all men love.

ABOUT GOODWILL . . .
WORLD GOODWILL is working to establish right human relations through
the use of the power of goodwill.
The most contagious human quality which can be organized and made
effective is goodwill. It has been defined as “Love in Action.” People of goodwill are potentially the richest asset in any nation and can have tremendous
influence on public opinion when properly associated and focused. To bring
in the new day, we do not need a further appraisal of the world condition
based on a particular ideology or point of view. Rather, we need a deeper sense
of reality based on spiritual values, and a new perception of humanity as a
unit of divine life within an ordered and purposive universe.

GOODWILL I S the touchstone that will transform the world.
(See www.lucistrust.org/world goodwill)

~~~

. . . AND HARMLESSNESS
“The harmlessness to which I refer in connection with you
is a state of mind and one which in no way negates firm
or even drastic action; it concerns motive and involves
the determination that the motive behind all activity is
goodwill.”
Ponder, by Alice A. Bailey

Affirmation of the Disciple
I am a point of light
within a greater Light
I am a strand of loving energy within
the stream of Love divine
I am a point of sacrificial Fire,
focused within the fiery Will of God

And thus I stand
I am a way by which men
may achieve
I am a source of strength
enabling them to stand
I am a beam of light, shining
upon their way

And thus I stand
And standing thus, revolve, and tread
this way the way of man
to perfect the ways of God

And thus I stand
(More on this worthy mantram next page.)

Affirmation of the Disciple
This affirmation "and thus I stand" is a declaration of a goal. Few there be who now
stand as here stated. The Masters in the Hierarchy so stand and we all, if we so choose,
can someday thus stand. Meanwhile, we can all legitimately use it as the affirmation of
our goal. Its right use opens the door through which we can pass, surprisingly soon, to
partial achievement. Its right use requires due humility. Its inspiring call gives wings to
our feet and brings in the magic of Mercury. Holding it in our consciousness brings joy
in our goal of world discipleship and speeds us on our way.

The first part is the declaration of our soul. The second part is a statement of the program of every world server. The third part is eloquent of being in this world but not of
it, evidencing the combined knowledge of the soul and
the personality. It reminds us that the personality is
not to be crushed but to be used. At the fourth initiation the personality completely surrenders to the soul
with no reservations whatsoever.
Those who dare to face the consequences can rightly
use this first ray mantram:

“And thus I stand.”

Our most effective prayer for our loved ones, our enemies, our nation, and all humanity:

“May we have the spiritual awakening for which we each took birth. Further, may we have it soon
so that we may be released from the (karmic) sufferings we might otherwise experience. May
goodness and wisdom accompany us throughout this life and may they follow us into all our succeeding lives bearing witness to the fruits of our spiritual growth.” (Djwhal Khul, Dec. lesson) “May we each recognize, acknowledge, and strive to perfect in our lives, individually and
corporately, those principles and precepts of the ageless wisdom, the Living Ethics of the Agni Yoga. Guide us to our new nature of serving perfectly, each day teaching through right action and
reaction with no thought of ourselves or concern for our future. Shalom.” (Vivika-Qi 04/04/11)
Envision those you pray for; be diligent, sincere, and of great courage. “Never give up!” is the
powerful exhortation from God: Hebrews 10:35-39 KJV Vivika-Qi 12/7/10

